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OPINION

Oil and gas should be the tie
that binds Mexico, U.S. and
Canada
But the nations are divided on energy policy, hurting
everyone.
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Gas is flared from a tower on an oil drilling rig operated by Pemex in an oilfield off the coast of Ciudad del
Carmen, Mexico. ( Susana Gonzalez - Bloomberg )

By Guillermo J Garcia Sanchez and James W. Coleman
1:30 AM on Nov 24, 2021

Thursday’s first meeting between President Joe Biden, Canada’s Justin Trudeau

and Mexico’s Andrés Manuel López Obrador was a missed opportunity for North

American energy.

The three face many shared challenges, but energy, which currently divides them,
could instead be a common thread that binds them together. Silence at the

highest level sends the wrong signal; it will take open commitments to resolve

their energy squabbles.

Since taking office in 2018, the president of Mexico has crusaded against private

participation in the energy sector. He has proposed several legislative and
constitutional amendments to reinstate national monopolies for energy

generation and distribution and to prioritize the use of fuel oil power plants over

renewable energy.
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He has threatened to dismantle independent energy regulators if they allow

foreign and private companies to openly compete with state-owned companies.
Mexican military forces are even seizing U.S.-owned terminals in the name of

national security. The Mexican Ministry of Energy has also halted public-private

partnerships in the hydrocarbons sector that could help it face the steep decline in

oil production and balance its overreliance on natural gas and refined products

imports.

Mexico has abandoned the freer markets introduced by its previous president and

is regressing to a centralized model more extreme than it has had since the North

American Free Trade Agreement — perhaps more centralized than that adopted

after the 1938 nationalization.

In the meantime, the United States and Mexico are unnecessarily opposed on
global energy production. The United States, the world’s biggest oil producer and

now a net energy exporter, is pleading with other oil producers to increase their

output. Mexico, now a net petroleum products importer, is maintaining its

historical alignment with the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries and
resisting more oil production.
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Both positions are absurd. If world energy supplies recover, it will be because the

United States oil industry is able to repair production damaged by the 2020
recession. OPEC can’t keep oil prices low in the long term, and a short-term boost

of OPEC oil would only increase U.S. dependence on OPEC’s whims. And Mexico,

lacking energy, has the natural resources to be an energy superpower if it

remained open to U.S. investment.

To the north, the United States continues to alienate its closest energy ally,
Canada, by threatening the oil pipelines that tie the two countries together. The

latest fight is over efforts in Michigan to close down Enbridge’s Line 5 pipeline,

which carries western Canadian oil through Michigan to eastern Canada. The

pipeline is protected by a 1977 treaty between the two countries but the United

States won’t yet say whether it intends to honor the treaty.

The future of the so-called three amigos depends on conceiving the North

American region as an interconnected energy powerhouse and resolving these

unnecessary and counterproductive energy conflicts.

A lack of coordinated energy policies affects the competitiveness of North

America by increasing the risks of blackouts in essential supply chains in Mexico,
raising prices and leading to higher inflation in the U.S. That ultimately prevents

economic development in those areas of greatest need, leading to migration

pressures and poverty.

Though the three leaders squandered the chance to discuss energy issues last

week, they must find a way to work out their differences in the announced next
meeting in Mexico City. North American energy relations are at a crossroads.

Let’s not waste more time waiting for the right time to talk about the issue.
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Guillermo J. Garcia Sanchez is an associate professor at Texas A&M University

School of Law. James W. Coleman is a professor at SMU Dedman School of

Law. Both are research fellows at the Mission Foods Texas-Mexico Center.
They wrote this column for The Dallas Morning News.

Find the full opinion section here. Got an opinion about this issue?
Send a letter to the editor and you just might get published.
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